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1. INTRODUCTION
During the past 25 years, algebraic geometry and the theory of Lie
algebras have given rise to important developments in integrable systems.
In particular, they have led to generalized versions of the Toda lattice that
have rich geometric properties.
The Toda lattice was first introduced as a Hamiltonian system describ-
ing the motion of particles on a line, where the force between adjacent
particles depends exponentially on the distance between them. This system
first made contact with algebra through a transformation of variables
w x Ž w x.introduced by Flaschka 4 see also Moser 8 , in which the phase space of
the finite, nonperiodic Toda lattice is realized as a set of tridiagonal
symmetric matrices. The equations of motion are written in Lax form as
ÇX t s X t , P X t , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
where P denotes the projection onto the skew-symmetric part in the
expression of X as a sum of a skew-symmetric and an upper triangular
matrix. The constants of motion are the symmetric functions of the
Ž .eigenvalues Chevalley invariants , and the evolution is an isospectral flow.
These integrals are in involution, and there exist precisely the number
needed for complete integrability.
The formulation of the Toda lattice gave rise to a generalization in
Ž .which 1 is extended to the set of full symmetric matrices. Here, the phase
space is a Poisson manifold that is foliated by symplectic leaves of different
w xdimensions; its complete integrability on the generic leaves is proved in 2 .
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Further generalizations of the Toda lattice were made possible through
w x w xdevelopments in 3 , in which the authors formulate the results in 2 in the
w xlanguage of Lie groups and homogeneous spaces. Since the study 3 is
based on techniques of algebraic geometry, all quantities are taken to be
complex. Here the authors work with a different realization of the full
Toda lattice in which the system evolves on the dual of the upper
Ž .triangular Borel subalgebra of sl n, C ; the symplectic leaves are the
coadjoint orbits. This version of the Toda lattice is known as the full
Kostant]Toda lattice.
w xThe key to the geometric approach in 3 is an embedding of an
Ž .isospectral subset of the phase space into the flag manifold, Sl n, C rB,
where B is the subgroup of upper triangular matrices. Under this embed-
ding, the Toda flows, which are incomplete and exit the phase space in
Ž .finite complex time, are compactified. Moreover, the flows for the
Chevalley invariants generate the action of the complex diagonal torus on
the flag manifold so that each level set of the constants of motion is a
union of torus orbits. This embedding is known as the ``torus embedding.''
This allows one to bring in the theory of momentum mappings, devel-
w x w xoped in 1 and applied to complex homogeneous spaces in 6 . In the case
of a homogeneous space associated to a Lie group, the momentum
mapping projects the space onto the weight polytope of a representation of
the group; it takes each torus orbit to a subpolytope or a lower-dimen-
sional face determined by a subset of the vertices. This theory is used in a
forthcoming paper to study the geometry of the level sets of the constants
of motion when n s 4. In particular, the degeneracies are characterized by
certain splittings of the weight polytope.
w xMuch of the Lie-algebraic setting introduced in 3 , as well as the theory
Ž .of momentum mappings, applies to the general situation in which sl n, C
is replaced by an arbitrary complex semisimple Lie algebra. The Lie
algebraic meaning of some of the techniques used in calculating the
w xconstants of motion was recently illuminated in 5 ; here the authors
w xextend the general framework set up in 3 to prove that the Toda lattice,
when extended to an arbitrary simple Lie algebra, remains completely
integrable on the generic symplectic leaves. The general proof of complete
integrability involves a generalization of a family of integrals for the full
Ž . w xKostant]Toda lattice in sl n, C known as the ``k-chop'' integrals. In 3 ,
these functions are calculated by means of a chopping construction on
matrices that also works for the orthogonal and symplectic algebras.
Among the complex semisimple Lie algebras, those whose Dynkin
Ž .diagrams have nontrivial automorphism groups are A , D n G 4 , andn n
E . For D , this is the symmetric group S , and in the remaining cases, it is6 4 3
Z . This study finds that in the case of A , the involution on the algebra2 n
induced by the nontrivial symmetry of the Dynkin diagram preserves all
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the k-chop integrals. Under the torus embedding, the involution is well-de-
fined on the set of torus orbits in the flag manifold, and in terms of the
momentum mapping, it induces the antipodal map on the weight polytope.
In D , however, calculations in low-dimensional examples find that then
symmetry group does not preserve the k-shop integrals, and in the excep-
tional algebra E , the search for integrals reduces, after an initial step, to6
w xfinding integrals for A , as described in 5 . It is in the case of A that the5 n
symmetry of the Dynkin diagram is reflected in the geometry of the k-chop
integrals of the full Kostant]Toda lattice. This symmetry is the subject of
the present study.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1. The Full Kostant]Toda Lattice
The phase space of the full Kostant]Toda lattice is the subset of
Ž .sl n, C whose entries on the superdiagonal are equal to 1 and whose
entries above the superdiagonal are equal to zero; it is denoted by e q B ,y
Ž .where B is the lower triangular subalgebra of sl n, C and e is they
matrix whose entries on the superdiagonal are equal to 1 and whose
remaining entries are zero. The evolution of the system is governed by the
Ž .Lax equation 1 , in which P X denotes the strictly lower triangular part
of X.
Ž . t X 0To solve 1 with initial condition X , the exponential e is factored as0
et X 0 s n t b t , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where n t is lower unipotent and b t is upper triangular. Conjugating X0
Ž . Ž .by n t yields the solution, X t ,
X t s ny1 t X n t . 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Ž . kThe solution readily shows that the functions 1rk tr X for k s 2, . . . , n
are constants of motion.
The space e q B is a Poisson manifold that is foliated by symplecticy
leaves of different dimensions. The Poisson structure is defined through
Ž .the decomposition of the Lie algebra sl n, C into its upper triangular and
lower nilpotent subalgebras,
sl n , C s B [ N .Ž . q y
² : Ž . Ž .Using the nondegenerate Killing form X, Y s 2n ? tr XY on sl n, C ,
the dual BU , of B is identified with N H , which is B . This gives anq q y y
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identification of e q B with the dual of a Lie algebra,y
e q B ( B s N H( BU .y y y q
Through this identification, e q B acquires its Poisson structure fromy
the Lie]Poisson structure on BU . The symplectic leaves are the coadjointq
Ž .orbits, and the differential equations 1 are generated by the Hamiltonian
1 2 kŽ .H s tr X . In general, the flow associated to 1rk tr X is obtained2
factoring et X 0
ky1
as before and conjugating X by the lower unipotent0
Ž .factor as in 3 .
To obtain a completely integrable system on a generic symplectic leaf,
one must find Casimirs to cut out the leaf and sufficiently many integrals
in addition to the Chevalley invariants. Such a family of constants of
motion is provided in
w x wŽ . x ŽPROPOSITION 2.1 2, 3 . For k s 0, . . . , n y 1 r2 , denote by X y
l Id the result of remo¤ing the first k rows and last k columns fromŽk .
X y l Id, and let l , r s 1, . . . , n y 2k, denote the roots ofr k
Ä ny2 kQ X , l s det X y l Id s E l q ??? qE .Ž . Ž . Ž .kk 0 k ny2 k , k
The l are constants of motion for the full Kostant]Toda lattice. Ther k
coefficients, I , of the monic polynomialr k
det X y l IdŽ . Ž .k ny2 k ny2 ky1Q X , l s s l q I l q ??? qIŽ .k 1k ny2 k , kE0 k
are constants of motion equi¤alent to the l . They are called the k-chopr k
Ž .integrals. The I are the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of X.r 0
The functions I s Ý l are Casimirs on e q B , and the I for r ) 11k r r k y r k
constitute a complete in¤oluti¤e family of integrals for the generic symplectic
lea¤es of e q B cut out by the Casimirs I .y 1k
These integrals may be computed by the following construction:
w xPROPOSITION 2.2 3 . Choose X g e q B , and break it into blocks of they
indicated sizes as
k n y 2k k
k X X X1 2 3
n y 2k X X XX s ,4 5 6 0k X X X7 8 9
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wŽ . xwhere k is an integer such that 0 F k F n y 1 r2 . If det X / 0, define7
Ž .the matrix f X byk
f X s X y X Xy1 X g Gl n y 2k , C , k / 0,Ž . Ž .k 5 4 7 8
f X s X .Ž .0
Ž Ž ..The I are the coefficients of the polynomial det l y f X .r k k
w xThe generic level ses of these constants of motion are studied in 3 in
terms of the geometry of generalized flag manifolds. This is made possible
through the following fact:
w x n ny2PROPOSITION 2.3 7 . Let l y s l y ??? ys be the characteristic2 n
polynomial of X g e q B , and lety
0 1 0 ??? 0
. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
. . . .. . . . 0C s . . . .
.0 ??? ??? . 1. 0
s ??? ??? s 0n 2
be the companion matrix. There exists a unique lower unipotent matrix L such
that X s LCLy1.
In the generic case, in which the eigenvalues l are distinct, C s VLVy1,i
Ž .where V is the Vandermonde matrix and L s diag l , . . . , l , and X is1 n
the product
X s LVLVy1Ly1 . 4Ž .
The uniqueness of L implies that the mapping
C : e q B “ Sl n , C rBŽ . Ž .L y L
X ‹ Vy1Ly1 mod B
Ž .is an embedding; its image is dense in Sl n, C rB. A simple calculation
Ž . kshows that under this embedding, the Toda flow generated by 1rk tr X
for k s 2, . . . , n becomes the flow etLky 1Vy1Ly1 mod B in the flag mani-
fold. Together, these flows generate the action of the diagonal complex
Ž U .ny1 Ž .torus C so that in Sl n, C rB, each compactified level set of the
constants of motion is a union of torus orbits. The mapping C is calledL
the torus embedding.
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2.2. The Momentum Mapping
All facts about momentum mappings referred to in this paper may be
w xfound in 6 . This section briefly reviews the main theorem and fixes some
notation.
Let G be a complex semisimple Lie group, H a Cartan subgroup of G,
and B a Borel subgroup containing H. Denote by H the Lie algebra of H
and by HU the dual of H. Given a parabolic subgroup P of G containing
B, the homogeneous space GrP may be realized as the orbit of G through
Ž .a projectivized highest weight vector in the projectivization, P V , of an
Ž .irreducible representation r : G “ Gl V .
Because GrP is a projective algebraic variety, it is Kahler and it isÈ
therefore a symplectic manifold. The action of the compact torus T in H
preserves the symplectic structure. This gives rise to a momentum mapping
m : GrP “ t U , where t U is the dual of the Lie algebra of T , the real part
U w xof H 1, 6 .
Let A be the set of weights of r taken with multiplicity, and choose a
 4 w x Ž .basis of weight vectors ¤ : a g A for V. A point X in P V , repre-a
sented by a vector X, determines uniquely, up to a common scalar factor,
Ž . Ž .the collection of numbers p X , where X s Ý p X ¤ . In terms ofa a g A a a
w Ž .xthe homogeneous coordinates p X , the momentum mapping has thea
expression
m : GrP “ t U
2Ý p X aŽ .a g A aw xX ‹ .2Ý p XŽ .a g A a
w x w x w xDenote by H ? X the orbit of H through X , and let H ? X be its
w xclosure in GrP. To describe the image of H ? X under the momentum
mapping, consider the orbit W ? a , where W is the Weyl group of G and0
a is the highest weight of V determined by the choice of B. It is shown in0
w x w x6 that m H ? X is the convex polytope whose vertices are the weightsŽ .
 Ž . 4a g W ? a : p X / 0 .0 a
In particular, the image of GrP under the momentum mapping is the
convex hull of all the elements of W ? a . This is the weight polytope of the0
representation V; it is also referred to as the momentum polytope of GrP.
The vertices of this polytope are the images under m of the fixed points,
w x 4 w x¤ : a g W ? a , of the torus action. The image of ¤ is the vertex a .a 0 a
The momentum mapping induces a partition of GrP into equivalence
classes called strata, where each stratum is the union of all torus orbits
that correspond to the same convex polytope.
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Ž .Now let G be the group Sl n, C and H its diagonal subgroup. Denote
by L the linear function in HU that sends an element of H to its ithi
diagonal entry. HU is the quotient space
n n
U ny1H s c L : c g C L ( C .Ý Ýi i i i¦ ;½ 5
is1 is1
Ž .The weight lattice of sl n, C is the integer lattice generated by the L .i
Ž . Ž .The representation of sl n, C associated to the flag manifold Sl n, C rB
n Ž .has highest weight a s Ý n y i q 1 L and highest weight vector0 is1 i
Ž . Ž .  4n¤ s e m e n e m ??? m e n ??? n e , where e is the stan-a 1 1 2 1 ny1 i is10
dard basis of Cn. The Weyl group, S , acts by permuting the L so that forn i
Ž n . nt g S , t Ý a L s Ý a L . The set of vertices of the momentumn is1 i i is1 i t Ž i.
polytope is the orbit of S through a , and the weight vector ¤ isn 0 t Ža .0
Ž . Ž .chosen to be e m e n e m ??? m e n ??? n e .t Ž1. t Ž1. t Ž2. t Ž1. t Žny1.
3. THE INVOLUTION
Ž .Let w denote the longest element of the Weyl group of sl n, C ; w acts
by taking L to L . The mapping yw induces an automorphism of thei nyiq1
Dynkin diagram that interchanges the weights L y L and L yi iq1 nyi
w x Ž .L for i s 1, . . . , nr2 . This induces an involution, s , on sl n, Cny iq1
such that
s Y s hY th ,Ž .
Ž .where Y g sl n, C and h is the n = n matrix with 1's on the antidiagonal
and zeros elsewhere. Observe that this mapping is simply reflection across
the antidiagonal; in particular, it preserves the phase space e q B .y
PROPOSITION 3.1. Each k-chop integral I is in¤ariant under the in¤olu-r k
Ž . Ž .tion s ; that is, I s X s I X for all X in e q B for which I isr k r k y r k
defined.
Proof. Break X into blocks of the indicated sizes as
k n y 2k k
k X X X1 2 3
n y 2k X X XX s .4 5 6 0k X X X7 8 9
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Then
s X s X s X9 6 3
s X s X s Xs X s ,8 5 2 0s X s X s X7 4 1
and
y1
f s X s s X y s X s X s XŽ . Ž .k 5 8 7 4
s s X y s X s Xy1s X5 8 7 4
s s X y X Xy1 XŽ .5 4 7 8
s sf X .Ž .k
Therefore,
lny2 k q I s X lny2 ky1 q ??? qI s XŽ . Ž .1k ny2 k , k
s det l y f s XŽ .Ž .k
s det l y sf XŽ .Ž .k
s det s l y f XŽ .Ž .Ž .k
s det l y f XŽ .Ž .k
s lny2 k q I X lny2 ky1 q ???Ž .1k
q I X ,Ž .ny2 k , k
from which the statement follows.
Because of this, s defines an involution on each level set of the k-chop
integrals. Proposition 3.2 shows that under the torus embedding of a level
set into the flag manifold, s descends to an involution on the quotient of
the level set by the torus action. The action of s on the flag manifold
induced by C will also be denoted by s .L
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.2. Let e q B be an isospectral set with distincty L
Ž U .ny1eigen¤alues, and let h be an element of C . Then, on the image of
Ž . y1e q B under the torus embedding into the flag manifold, s ( h s h (s .y L
Ž . Ž .Proof. The solution 3 of the Toda equation 1 with initial condition
Ž . Ž . y1 y1 y1X g e q B may be written as X t s n LVLV L n, where X s0 y L 0
y1 y1 Ž . t X 0 Ž .LVLV L as in 4 and e s nb as in 2 , where n and b depend on t.
Ž . tL y1 y1The image of X t under the torus embedding is e V L mod B.
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Ž . tŽ y1 . tŽ y1 . t t tŽ y1 . tNow consider s X t , which is equal to hn L V LV L n h,
ÄŽ . Ž .and let L t be the unique lower unipotent matrix such that s X t s
Ä y1 Äy1Ž . Ž .L t VLV L t . Since the eigenvalues are distinct, any two matrices that
Ž .diagonalize s X t are related by multiplication on the right by a diagonal
Ä t y1 t y1 tŽ . Ž . Ž . Žmatrix so that L t V s hn L V D, where D is diagonal it is easy
y1 Äy1. Ž .to check that D does not depend on t . Therefore, V L t s
y1 t tŽ y1 . t Ž . y1 t tŽ y1 . tD V L n h, and the torus embedding sends s X t to D V L n h
mod B.
Ž y1 . t yt X t0 tSince n s e b , this image is given as
s X t ‹ Dy1V tLteyt X t0 bth mod BŽ .
s Dy1V tLteyt ŽLy1 . tŽVy1 . t LV t Ltbth mod B
s Dy1eytLV tLtbth mod B
s Dy1eytLV tLth hbth mod BŽ .
s Dy1eytLV tLth mod B
s eytLDy1V tLth mod B.
Ž tL .y1 Ž . tLObserve that this is the action of e on C s X . Thus, for h s eL 0
Ž . Ž . y1 Ž .and X g e q B , s ( h X s h (s X . A similar calculation showsy L
that the same statement holds for the Toda flows defined by the Hamilto-
Ž . knians 1rk tr X for k s 3, . . . , n. Since these n y 1 flows generate the
U ny1Ž .action of C on the flag manifold, the conclusion follows.
Ž .If X g e q B does not lie in a maximum-dimensional symplecticy L
Ž . kleaf, then the n y 1 flows generated by the integrals 1rk tr X become
dependent, and the dimension of the torus orbit through the image of X
in the flag manifold is less than n y 1. Proposition 3.2 implies that on the
Ž .image of e q B under the torus embedding, s takes a k-dimensionaly L
torus orbit to another k-dimensional orbit for k F n y 1. Here, s is
extended by continuity to the points in the flag manifold that do not lie in
Ž .the image of e q B .y L
The involution permutes, in particular, the fixed points of the torus
action. This, together with the continuity of s and the torus embedding,
 4implies that if O is a torus orbit, then O contains the fixed points p ifj
 4and only if s O contains the fixed points s p . Moreover, the set of fixedj
points in O completely determines the image of O under the momentum
mapping, and conversely. The mapping s therefore induces an involution
on the set of strata in the flag manifold, where each stratum consists of all
torus orbits that have the same image under m. This involution is com-
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pletely determined by how it permutes the fixed points of the torus action,
or equivalently, by its induced action on the vertices of the momentum
polytope. The action of s on the vertices of the polytope induced by m will
again be denoted by s .
PROPOSITION 3.3. The in¤olution s takes each ¤ertex of the momentum
Ž .polytope of Sl n, C rB to its negati¤e.
w xProof. The fixed point ¤ , where t g S , is the image under thet Ža . n0
torus embedding of the point
l 1 0 ??? 0t Ž1.
. . . .0 . . . .. . . .
. . . .. . . .X s g e q B .0 Ž .y L. . . .
. . . .. . . . 1. . . . 0
0 ??? ??? 0 lt Žn.
To see this, write X s LVLVy1Ly1, and let u be an eigenvector of Xi
with eigenvalue l . Theni
< <???
y1u ??? uLV s s U ? W ,1 n t 0< <???
where
< < < <??? ???
e ??? e u ??? uW s and U s .t Ž1. t Žn. t Ž1. t Žn.t  0  0< < < <??? ???
Because of the form of X, U is upper triangular so that
Vy1Ly1 mod B s W Uy1 mod Bt
s W mod B.t
w xIndeed, this is the point ¤ , whose image under the momentumt Ža .0n Ž .mapping is the weight Ý n y i q 1 L .is1 t Ž i.
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Similarly, since the permutation w takes i to n y i q 1, the image under
the torus embedding of
l 1 0 ??? 0t Žn.
. . . .0 . . . .. . . .
. . . .. . . . 0s X s . . . .
. . . .. . . . 1. . . . 0
0 ??? ??? 0 lt Ž1.
w xis the fixed point ¤ . Its image under the momentum mapping is thet ( wŽa .0 w xnegative of the image of ¤ ,t Ža .0
n
w xm ¤ s n y i q 1 LŽ .Ž . Ýt ( wŽa . t Žnyiq1.0
is1
n
s kLÝ t Žk .
ks1
n
s y n y k q 1 L .Ž .Ý t Žk .
ks1
Because the vertices of the momentum polytope are precisely the weights
Žw x.m ¤ for t g S , the statement follows.t Ža . n0
Ž .EXAMPLE. In sl 4, C , the symmetry in the Dynkin diagram corre-
sponds to a symmetry between two different families of integrals. Here,
e q B has dimension 9, and a generic symplectic leaf has dimension 8.y
There are three Chevalley invariants and two 1-chop integrals: I , which is11
a Casimir, and I , a fourth constant of motion. A similar chopping21
Ž .construction on the isomorphic algebra so 6, C yields another integral, J,
which is in involution with the Chevalley invariants but not with I . It21
turns out that J is also preserved by s .
Consider an isospectral set with distinct eigenvalues and set the Casimir
equal to zero. This subset of the phase space is foliated by level sets of I21
and also by level sets of J. It will be shown in a forthcoming paper that
under the torus embedding into the flag manifold, two generic level sets,
one from each family of integrals, intersect in precisely the closures of two
distinct generic torus orbits. This is a manifestation of the involution s ,
which interchanges these two orbits.
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